T HE greater part of this paper is taken up with the investigation of formulae derived as consequences of Fresnel's Reflexion of Light Theory.
We have first, however, to deal with some trigonometrical relations connected with reflexion which are required later. The investigation is restricted to media which are homogeneous and isotropic, and as frequent reference will be made to the .first and the second medium, either of which may be the denser, it is as well to state now that these terms indicate that the progress of the light is from the first to the second.
Let S (space) represent the volume generated in the first medium by a plane wave-front in unit time, and S I the volmne generated in unit time in Lhe second medimn by the same plane wave-front, the transfer taking place at a plane interface. Also, let i be the angle of incidence, r the angle of refraction, and /~ the refractive index of the second medium with resp, ect to the first. To remove possible ambiguity,/~V]V , where V and V t are the velocities of light respectively in the first and second media.
Two obvious ratios of S to S ~ exist. At normal incidence S--/~S r and at grazing incidel)ce S/S'----0 or ~. It may not be quite so obvious that at the incidence of maximum polarization S----S'. To show this, in fig. 1 , suppose the plane of incidence to coincide with the plane of the paper, Communicated by Dr. C. Chree, F.R.S. )Clr. R. B. Sangster o~z some Conseqt~ences o~ and let AB represent the section oE a plane wave-front incident on FI, the section through the plane interlace bounding the second medimn, in the figure supposed ths denser. Theedge B is just touching the interface. Through A A draw AC perpendicular to AB meeting FI in C. Let t~=AC, then with centre B and radius BD=I, describe the arc HG. Through C draw CD touching tlle arc HG at D, and join BD. In the progress of ttle wave AB into the second medium, AC is the path of the extremity A, and the disturbance due to the extremity B reaches D in the time A reaches C ; therefore, DC is a momentary position of the wave-front in the second medium, while BD:AC: :l:t~ .....
Also, the areas ABC and BCD are generated in equal times, and we can assmne unit measure for that dimension of these areas which is perpendicular to the paper, hence area area S :S' :: ABC : BCD : : BA'AC : BD" DC.
tan-l~ (by hypothesis). Hence, But, the angle ABC----"= tanABC----/~/1---AC]AB ; and BD=I when AC----tL, (1); therefore, AB=BD. But AB and BD are sides of rightangled triangles standing on the same base BC, hence area ABC----area BCD, and S=S'.
We have now to find expressions for sin i and tan i when xS----S', where X may be > or <1 but is always positiv% and it may be stated here that this application and interpretation of X is adhered to throughout the paper. fig. 1 ),
Again, (BC): = ~2+ (AB)~,
Fresnel's formula for the ratio of reflected amplitude is tan (i--r)~ tan (i+r) when the light vibrates in the plane of incidehce, and sin(i--r)lsin(i+r ) when the vibration is perpendicular to that plane, and we shall require these ratios expressed in terms of S and S'. Referring to fig. 1 where the angle ABC=i, and the angle BOD=r,- 
It may be of interest to first mention some minor consequences of these fo, lnul~e. At the incidence tan-1/~, S=S', therefore (5) vanishes and (6) becomes (/~-1)/(/s When S=/~S' (normal incidence) bolh (5) and (6) reduce to (/~--1)/(/~+1).
But, when /~S=S', (6) beeo,nos (/~a--1)/(/2~+l) and (5) reduces to (1--/z)/(l+/~). The latter is an interesting ratio or' S to S', for ~ hen the ineiden~ light is plane polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence, we see that, by simply reversing the normal incidence ratio of S to S' the reflected amplitude is equal but opposite in sign. The incidence where this occurs is found by writing /~ for X in (4), viz. :--
Another interesting ratio of S to S' occurs at {=45 ~ for when light incident at 45 ~ is polarized +45 ~ to the plane of incidence, then sin~*(i--r)
tan (i--r) sm ~ (i + r) = tan (i. r) .....
In the 8th edition of the Ency. Britannica, article " Optics," 
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Thus for all values oE /~, when the vibration of the light incident at 45 ~ is symmetrically distributed as between being in and perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the reflected component in the plane of incidence is equal to the square of the reflected component perpendicular to that plane.
But the problem suggests itself, Is there net another angle of incidence, greater than tan-l~, where the same relation holds good ? We know Fresnel's tangent formula is a diminishing ratio so far as the polarizing angle, and there had need be an incidence where (8) is the condition. But when i exceeds tan-1/~ the tangent ratio increases with i until at grazing incidence the tangent and sine ratios are equal. Therefore, in some part of the range of i beyond the polarizing angle we might reasonably look to find a recurrence of (8) Substituting the latter ratio in (5) and (6) and equating these as in (8) whence tan/=___1. This result comes from what seems a perfectly general statement, yet it does not appear to give us any alternative to i--45 ~ and one might be tempted to conclude that there was in fact no alternative. It was possible, however, that the statement could be made more general by raising it to a higher order, and so it proved, for on first squaring both members of the last equation and resolving for tan i (the abridged operation involving a statement containing sixty-two terms) the result is tan i = ___1 or + [--/*=/(tt=--2)] ~. The latter pair of roots are what was so,ght. It will be seen at once that these new values of tan i are real only when/,< ,/2, thus we ma3; conclude that there does not exist an alternative value of i for the condition (8) when /, exceeds ~/2. Nevertheless, although we find art alternative angle of incidence for condition (8) when /z< ~/2, yet we still have 45 ~ as an adjunct, for when
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whence sin r= __+ 4/{. ~To doubt, after knowing this, we can interpret the first result, tani= +l, as meaning that condition (8) holds for /z< 1 as well as for/~>1, and thence deduce that it can only be true of /~ < 1 when/x > 1/9/2 , because, otherwise, there is total reflexion at i--45 ~ but this view was not at first apparent. And 0 (see quotation from Brewster) equals i--r in this case also ; for tan e = l'in tall (i -4-r) ~ sin (/+ ~')' and (8) being the condition
The foregoing volume ratios lend themselves readily to the solution of the important problem of determining the angle of incidence required in order t0 reflect 1/nth of the incident light both when one, and when two, surfaces of separation are involved. The fcrmula to be deduced for the case when the incident light is unpolarized, or common, light, is of necessity complex, but we-shall find some compensation for this in the interesting consequences of Fresnel's Theory not otherwise easily brought to light. We shall, first of all, dispose of the simpler cases where the incident light is polarized in, and perpendicular to, the phme of ivcidence, and of these, we may begin with Fresnel's tangent formula.
When 1/nth the incident light is required to be reflected we have 
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We shall refer to the values of X as the + o1" --X value according as the + or --, respectively, of the double sign is indicated.
Substituting these values of X in (3) and (4), we get
Whcn n=~ (as at the polarizing angle), X=I, and tan i--/z, whichever of the pair of X values be employed. Now, first consider/z>l. At normal incidence the ratio of light reflected is (t~--l)*/(/z+l)~; therefore, make n=(/2+1)~/(/~--1) ~, then, the +X value m/z, and the --X value =/i -1. Substituting these X values iu the expression for sin i we get respectively sin i =/Z~//Z4_ 1 and 0.
"v #2/ The latter sine value indicates normal incidence, and the former is identical with (7), which was shown to be the sine value of i when the ratio of refleeted light is again equal to that reflected at normal incidence. But both X values were found to be applicable at the incidence tan-l# ; therefore, we should write the --X value in (3)or (4) tbr the range of i from normal incidence ~o tan -i/Z, and the +X value for the range from the latter angle to that whose sine is expressed by (7).
The +~r value has also to be adopted for the remainin~ range of, to 90 , a range where the value ot n must he between (~+ 1)2](/z--1) 2 and 1. If n lie within these limits, the adoption of the --X value leads to an imaginary expres- The numerator, h(h-2), is negative for any value of h<2, and /Z~--I is positive when/Z>I, wherefore the expression is imaginary. In similar manner it can be shown that the Philosophical Magazine Series 6 1911.22:305-322.
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+X value furnishes real values of tani in the range of under consideration.
In the case of /~< 1 the conditions for employing the + or --~ value are reversed, In showing this, it has first to be noted that 1In can only have a meaning when it is taken as positive, and that ~ being < l, (~+ 1)/(~--1) is negative. Therefore, let r
(1 +/~)/(1--/~), and we find the +X value =/~-1 and the --X value =/~. Substituting these values of 4 1 1 X as before, sin i= respectively 0 and ~(/~ --1)-~/(1~6--1)~, the two values of thus occurring in an order opposite to that which held iXn case the of/~ > 1. Also, in ttle remaintug range of i, from where S'=~S to total reflexion, it is easily shown that the --X value has to be adopted. Similarly, it can be shown that the adoption of the --% value furnishes real tangent values for this range of i when/~< 1.
Therefore, when the light vibrates in the plane of incidence, in order to reflect 1/nth at a plane interface, the angle of incidence is determined by (3) or (4) where X =(x/n+l)2/(n--1) 9 When ~>1, the minus sign applies to the range of i from normal incidence to tan-1/~ and the plus sign to the range of i from the latter angle to grazing incidence. This may be referred to the value of n by stating that when n<(i.,+l)2/(~--l) 2 the +X value should be adopted, and when n = or > then both X values may be employed, thus determining two incidences where the reflected light is equal. When/z< 1, the order of adoption of these signs has to be exactly reversed. The reflexlon at one interface only has, so far, been dealt with, but towards the end of the paper it will be shown how to determine i in order to reflect or transmit a given ratio of the incident light when both surfaces of a plate are involved. To provide a reference for that case, it is here necessary to show that when 1/nth the incident light is reflected at the first surface of a homogeneous isotropic refracting medium bounded by parallel planes, then 1/nth of the refracted light is reflected at the second surface.
]f t~ be the refractive index of the second medium with respect to the first,/~-1 is the index of the first with respect to the second. For convenience, let a single value of X in terms of n be employed for the incident ray, but we must romember the alternative X value must then be adopted for the refracted ~ay. We hay% then, 1/nth light incident on Philosophical Magazine Series 6 1911.22:305-322. The application of the proper value of X in this case is not so complex. The +X value has to be employed when/~> 1~ and the --X value when/x < 1. Also, when 1/nth the incident l~ght is reflected at the first surface of a refracting plate, then l/nth of the refracted ray is reflected at the posterior surface. This can be shown in the same manner as for light vibrating in the plane of incidence.
The reflexion of common light is usually treated as if the light were composed of two equal rays polarized in and perpendicular to the plane of incidence ; hence, The next step is to add the square of half the coefficient of % to both sides of the equation, and, for futm'e reference, it has to be noted that in making this addition, v"P in the coeMcient of :g must have the same sign simultaneously attributed to it in both sides. Again abbreviating, let (,2 + 1 + v/p) 2-4,:(n --1)" = q, then
1~2 + 1 • +_ v/q :g --2/*:(n--1) "
In dealing with this formula numerically it is generally more convenient to write the equivalen~ of p and q as p = (2n--,~) (~ + 1) --2,'(2n--3,,2), q = (2n --n 2 + 1) (/~4 + 1) + 2ta2(2n + n 2-1) ___ 2(/* 2 + 1)V/iv.
It will be noticed that v//) occurs twice in the values of X, but the origin of the double occurrence, in the pro(tee of extracting the roots, demands that a similar sign, either + or --, shall be attached to the two occurrences. There are, therefore, four roots to the equation.
We have one pair of values of X in ~hich 4q is positive ; these are applicable to the case of /*>1. The pair in which ,v/q is negative are for use when/~ is < 1. :In order to show this, write/*=1 in the values of X and in the sine formula (4). When --v/p is adopted, the result is X-----1, which is an impo~-sible value of X, since X must always be positive, and the reason for this result will be seen presently. When, however~ we adopt +v@, then +v/q makes 
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, which is <1 whatever positive integral value n may have, hence +x/q applies to the case of/~>1. Similarly, --~/q applies to/,< 1.
It has now to be shown that the negative sign of v/p is applicable only when the value of/~ lies beyond the limits 2 • and some statement of the reason ibr this will enable the argument to be more easily followed.
Fresnel's tangent formula shows that the reflexion of light vibrating in the phme of incidence diminishes from normal incidence to the incidence tan-1/~, but his sine formula, for the vibration perpendicular to that plane, gives a continual increase of" the light reflected as i increases. The combined formula for common light gives ratios of reflected light which generally increase with i lhroughout the whole range of i in which the reflected light can vary. This statement regarding common light, however, requires to be qualified to the extent that it only holds good while /~ lies within the limits 2+ +/3. When /~ lies beyond these limits, the quantity of reflected common light diminishes at first as i increases from 0% We have seen that the ratio of reflected common light, in terms of X and/~, is
and differentiating this expression we get
flu) 2X(1--I~X:)(I~*--61~+"+ l) T2(I~:+ l)(I~4Xf -])
~/~X /~X X ) At normal incidence X----]~ -l, and we find.ft(/~-l)-----0, showing that the gradient off(x) at normal incidence=0. These are complex values of X, and it will presently be seen how they are obtained; meantime, it may be pointed out that they are real values only when the quantity (/z4--8/~+1)~--36/~ 4 is positive, which requires /z to lie outside the limits 2!x/'3. It should also be noted that they are values of X which have to be written in the sine formula (4) in order to determine the critical angle of incidence where minimum reflexion occurs, and it has been found, on numerical trial, that the + sign of the pair of signs has to be adopted for /~>1, otherwise we are confronted with an unreal sine value.
We can now determine the proper application of the signs of v'p. It was shown that the two occurrences of x/p in the value of X must have a similar sign attached for any legitimate value of X, so we need only consider the sign of x/p as it occurs in q.
Let q be equated to zero, then, n=l or (g+ 1)'2/(g--l) ~, according as + or --x/p be adopted.
If 19 be equated to zero, n = 0 or 2 (~2_ 1)'z/(/~4_ 6/z~ + 1). (Incidentally, this limit to the value of n, as it occurs in p, holds good only while n is positive ; whence /z4--6/z~+ 1=0, or /L=I+ ,./2, determines the convergency limits of its application. If /~ lie within the limits l-+-v/2, ~jo is real however great we suppose n to be.) Therefore, in order thatp and q may vanish simultaneously, n must equal both (/z+l)~/(/z--1) 2 and 2(/~2--1)~/(/~'--6/~2+1), which can be true only when /~=2+_j3, thus making n=(iz+l) '2[(tz--1) ~=3. These are the values of /x that reflect one-third the incident light at normal incidence, and we have seen that they are turning values in f"(/z-1).
Therefore, when /z lies outside the limits 2-t-J3 we need two values of X tbr values of n greater than (/z+ l)e/(/~--l) 2, similarly to what was required in the reflexion of light vibrating in the p'ane of incidence, and it is in that case that both signs of v/jo have to be employed. 
These are values of X that were shown to make f(x) a minimum, and they are arrived at by ascribing to n a value such that p shall vanish, thus furnishing one limit for the use of --v/p and + r Again, the ratio of light reflected at normal incidence is (/~-1)~/(/~+1) 2, and if we write (#+1)2/(/~--1) 2 for n, as n occurs in p and q, then ~/p =/~+ 1--8/z=/(/x--1) "0 ;
and if --v/p be adopted, then
This value, (/~+l):/(/x--1) 2, of n determines the other limit of n for which --v/jo can be employed ; therefore, these limits show that the negative sign of v/p is applicable to the range of i from normal incidence to the incidence where minimum reflexion occurs.
But, if we make the latter substitution for n in p and q and adopt + ~/jo, then, ~/q = 2 [(~ ~-1)2_ 4~-'(~ + 1)~/(t,-1)~]~, an expression, however, which is real only when/z lies outside the limits 2-t-~/3. This is the value of ~/q (in conNnction with n -= (/~ + 1) 21(/~--1) ~ throughout the X value) that is required in order to determine the other angle of incidence where the light reflected is equal to that reflected at normal incidence ; and in (9) we found a limit to the use of lhe positive sign of v/p at the incidence where minimum reflexion occurs, hence the + sign of x/p is applicable to the range of i from where minimum reflexion occurs to grazing incidence.
The graphs in figs. 2 and 3 will nsefully illustrate these w~rying relations of v/p to q when ~ > and < 2+ ~/3. Writing A numerical example of these formube may also be of interest. When/~----2 + v/3 (approximately, 3"732), the normal is the incidence of minimum reflexion. When ~--4, minimum reflexion occurs at i= 57 ~ 2~I~ showing how quickly the minimum moves away from the normal with increase of /~ ; but when i=65 ~ 36', the light reflected is again equal to that reflected at normal incidence. Doubtless, these high values of ~ are found only in the region of metallic reflexion where metallic absorption has to be taken into account and where Fresnel's formula has to be dealt with in a modified form, and it is only in order to discuss the significance of + ~/p that we are compelled for the time to treat these highvalues of/~ as if they applied to Philosophical Magazine Series 6 1911.22:305-322.
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This value of sin r is what we should have had for sin i, iF, in the first instance, we had written ~-1 for tt, and --x/'q instead of -kv/q as is required for t~< l, and we see it is the sine angle of the refracted ray. Therefore, in the case of common light also, when l[nth the light incident on a planeparallel plate is reflected at the first snri~ce, 1/nth the refracted ray is reflected at the second surfime.
it will be observed that this is equivalent to saying that an obvious enough equation; but the individual demonstrations bv means of the 1/nth formulm are also rreeessary in view o'f the varying alterations of sign required in these when/~ is > or < 1. The refracted ray is reflected many times to and fro in the interior of the refracting medium from surface to surface, but if the reflecting surfaces are plane-parallel, the angle of incidence is the same at each reflexion, and if 1/nth is reflected at the first interior reflexion, 1/nth will be reflected at each successive contact with a surface. In consequence, ~here is a simple way of determining the angle of incidence in order to reflect or transmit a definite proportion of the incident light when the two surfaces of a plate are involved.
Suppose it is required to reflect 1/mth the light incident on a transparent, homogeneous, isotropic rerracting medium, bounded by parallel planes, where the repeated reflexions and transmissions at both surfaces have to be taken into account. When, under these conditions, l/ruth the incident ray is reflected back into the first medium, ]et 1In be the ratio reflected at the first incidence on the first surface oF separation ; what we need is the relation of m to n. 
